Enhanced power generation from the interaction between sweat and electrodes for human health monitoring
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**ABSTRACT:** Power generation from human sweat has attracted great attention due to its potential application in waste energy scavenging. However, the development of methods to generate sufficient electricity from sweat to power electronic devices for health monitoring remains a major challenge. Here, we report a wearable sweat-based electricity generator (SEG), in which the power generation mechanism is based on redox reaction between sweat and electrodes. Due to the increase in oxygen adsorption, both the output current and power of SEG with single-walled carbon nanotubes modified electrode can be remarkably enhanced by 5.6 and 14.7 times compared to SEG with nanotubes-free electrode, respectively. The SEGs have been first utilized to power a wireless heart-rate sensor for sustainably transmitting heart-rate data to a smart-phone. Moreover, self-powered sensing of lactic acid has been achieved by electric signals with the current sensitivity of 11.79 mmol·L⁻¹·mA⁻¹, demonstrating applications in human health care.
Recently, collecting energy from waste produced by human activities has become a topic of academic and industrial interest. The pervasiveness of human sweat has attracted growing interest in the development of sweat-based energy harvesting technologies. Sweat possesses abundant resources for energy generation since it contains solutes of lactic acid, glucose, urea, and minerals. With the increasing adoption of portable and wearable electronic devices, a wearable sweat-based electricity generator (SEG) has significant potential to act as an alternative power source to batteries. Currently, SEGs are based on smart tattoos, a micro-wearable device that contains integrated circuits and communication functions. Although this approach may have potential to power wearable devices, the most significant challenge is that their power level is relatively low. Another type of SEG is the fuel cell based sweat sensors. These biofuel cells are powered by lactic acid in sweat, and the lactic acid can be used to create miniature fuel cells. As an example, a sweat wristband, fabricated by connecting 4 photocatalytic biofuel cells in series, generated a voltage of 0.94 V and a current of 0.35 mA, leading to a relatively low power of 0.328 mW. There is still a requirement to use additional batteries with the lactic acid sensor to store electricity. Moreover, the low stability of power generated by the cells cannot ensure successful operation of electronic equipment. While tattoos and biofuel cells can provide mechanical flexibility to a wearable SEG devices, this device architecture has difficulties in gathering sufficient human sweat to convert into electricity.

Currently, scientists are seeking to amplify the electric power produced by biofuel cells to drive larger portable electronic devices, including heart rate sensors, smart watches, smart phones, etc. A stretchable device has recently been developed to generate electricity by altering the chemical compounds in sweat. It was able to generate electricity by oxidizing the lactic acid in sweat, leading to a maximum output power of 0.45 mW. However, it can only power a single light-emitting diode in two modes, continuous discharge, and pulse discharge, it cannot provide sufficient power for a larger portable electronic device. Therefore, the key challenge for the effective application of wearable SEGs is to create a device that is able to simultaneously meet the following requirements: 1) Provide a new electricity generation mechanism to realize a larger output current for directly
powering human health monitoring-related devices; 2) Enable self-powered sensing of lactic acid level by the analysis of human sweat; 3) Flexible and wearable characteristics for the convenient integration of wearable devices on human body.

Here we have designed a new type of SEG with an interdigitative electrode structure that exploits a redox reaction, where the interaction between the electrodes and sweat (human sweat as the electrolyte) can generate electric power. A carbon nanotube coating, that is formed by physical deposition on the surface of copper foil cathode, has been found to improve the oxygen absorption capacity and electron transfer rate, resulting in an optimized SEG that can deliver an output voltage of 0.81 V, a record-breaking current of 16.58 mA, and a maximum power of 2.2 mW, where both the output current and power are much higher than any other SEG reported to date (Table S1). The fabricated SEGs have been utilized to generate sufficient electric energy from human sweat to directly power a wireless heart rate sensor and continuously transmit exercise heart rate data to a cell phone, which is of great significance to human health monitoring. Moreover, we measured the performance of the SEGs using sweat samples from 34 different people and conducted a mathematical statistical analysis on their lactic acid content, output current, and other relevant data. By analysis of these data, it was possible to realize self-powered sensing of lactic acid with a current sensitivity of 11.79 mmol·L⁻¹·mA⁻¹, which breaks the traditional battery-powered sensor paradigm. The fabricated SEGs can enable the monitoring of human exercise heart rate and sweat lactic acid level, exhibiting potential applications in the human health care field.

Based on redox-induced electricity,²⁹⁻³² the cathode and anode of the SEG can react electrochemically with sweat to produce an electrical output, which can directly power a wireless heart rate belt to provide the function of self-powered real-time heart rate monitoring. Moreover, the lactic acid level of the sweat has a linear relationship with the current signal of the SEG, so that the
device has a higher current response and a larger detection range at higher lactic acid levels. We found that different people have different levels of lactic acid in their sweat and since the electrical output increases with the lactic acid level in sweat, the output current of the SEG can be used to determine the lactic acid level of sweat for each person. The device is simple to fabricate (Supplemental Note 1) and provides a larger output current than existing sweat generators, which can effectively exploit human sweat to generate electricity. The power levels are sufficiently large and stable to power wireless heart rate sensors and can realize the detection of the lactic acid level of human sweat, which has potential applications, as illustrated Figure 1a (Movie S1).

For the electricity generation mechanism, the reduction reaction \((\text{O}_2 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} + 4\text{e}^- \rightarrow 4\text{OH}^-)\) occurs at the CNT coated copper foil cathode, while the oxidation reaction \((\text{Zn} - 2\text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{Zn}^{2+})\) occurs at the zinc anode, as displayed in Fig. 1b. Spontaneous oxygen reduction reactions (ORR) at the interfaces between the sweat and the electrodes allow the large number of electrons to flow through the external circuit (Fig. 1b), inducing a constant DC output current. The direction of current is opposite to the direction of electrons (from Zn to Cu), the direction of current is from Cu cathode to Zn anode. From the equations of the reaction above, it can be seen that the ability to obtain sufficient oxygen from the cathode materials can determine the output performance of the device. Moreover, the output performance is associated with the difference between the cathode and anode materials, where we choose the Cu and Zn films, respectively, with the purpose of creating a low cost device based on materials that are abundantly available.

For these purposes, we designed a SEG consisting of a Zn film anode and a CNT coated Cu film as the cathode, where the CNTs can effectively enhance the capacity of obtaining oxygen due to the high surface area nanotube structure, as illustrated in Figure 1c. Figure 1d displays a photograph of the designed SEG with a length of ~9.3 cm and a width of ~4 cm (Supplemental Note 2), which
exhibits both wearable and flexible features, as depicted in Figure 1e. Careful inspection of the role and influence of the carbon nanotube\textsuperscript{33,34} coating demonstrates that it acts to increase the specific surface area of the cathode and its ability to absorb oxygen (Figure 1c).

We explore how to optimize the output performance of the SEG device. It is worth noting that sweat samples used in the following experiments are achieved using commercial synthetic perspiration. The device design and optimization considered the following key aspects: the selection of the cathode carbon coating material (Figure 2a), the distribution of the number of cathode and anode fingers in the interdigitated cross finger electrode structure of the SEG (Figure S2a,b), the volume of cathode coated carbon nanotubes in the water dispersion (Figure S3a) and the thickness of cathode copper foil (Figure S3b). Due to the limitations of the sophisticated surface structure of human skin, the design of the device should not only consider the area of the device, but also pay more attention to its practical application significance. Our design is based on realizing self-powered human health management, so improving the absolute output power, voltage, and current of the equipment is our design focus. To determine the degree of correlation between the measured variables and output current a grey system theory model was used.\textsuperscript{35} As seen in Figure S3c, the calculated grey correlation between all variables and the output current of the SEG is greater than 0.5, which indicate that all variables contribute to the output current. From the above design and optimization process, we manufactured an optimized SEG device, as displayed in Figure 1d,e.

We compared the impact of different carbon nanotube coatings on the output performance of the SEG. We characterized single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) as typical nanotube sources and assessed SEG devices without any carbon nanotubes as a control reference. Noticeable differences between the SWCNT and MWCNT are highlighted both in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) observations in Figure 4a-d and atomic
force microscopy (AFM) analysis of individual carbon nanotubes in Figure 2b,c. A detailed description of their morphology can be seen in Supplemental Note 3.

The most striking observation to emerge from the data comparison was that the record-breaking output current of the cathode-coated SWCNT generator is approximately twice as high as that of a cathode-coated MWCNT generator (Figure 2d). Figure 2e presents the output current and power of the SEG results obtained from the initial measurement of three separate SEGs with (i) a nanotube-free copper foil cathode, (ii) a MWCNT coated copper foil cathode and (iii) a SWCNT coated copper foil cathode. On comparing each device, the nanotube-free SEG with no coating has the lowest output current (2.98 mA) and power (0.15 mW). On modifying the copper foil surface with MWCNTs, the output current and power is increased by 2.8 times and 11.3 times to 8.25 mA and 1.8 mW. For the SEG with a copper foil cathode coated with the smaller diameter SWCNTs (the average outer diameter of SWCNT is ~ 30 nm, and that of MWCNTs is ~ 100 nm, as shown in Figure S4) the output current and power increased to an even greater extent by 5.6 times and 14.7 times to 16.58 mA and 2.2 mW, respectively (Table S2 and Supplemental Note 4). Both the obtained output current and power represent the highest reported values when compared all other reported sweat generator data (Table S1). Moreover, the sweat generating devices coated with SWCNT have favorable electrical signal cycling stability and mechanical stability, see Figure S6d-f.

After the series of optimization processes the optimum sweat power generation device was manufactured, which consisted of a cathode electrode layer and a anode electrode layer to form a planar micro-pitch interdigitated electrode structure (Supplemental Note 2). The output voltage of this device is 0.81 V (Figure S5a), with a record-breaking current of 16.58 mA (Figure S5b), and maximum power of 2.2 mW (Figure S6c). The output voltage (Figure 2f), current (Figure 2g) and power (Figure 2h) of the SEG is much better than similar battery-free sweat-based electronic devices
and provides new opportunities for driving wearable electronic devices with larger power requirements\textsuperscript{36,37}.

The physical and chemical adsorption capacity of the SWCNTs and MWCNTs were further compared to study the mechanism by which the CNTs coated on the cathode enhanced the output current of the SEG. The following is a brief description of the power enhancement mechanism: due to their smaller diameter, the SWCNTs have a larger specific surface area and a greater ability to absorb oxygen chemically than MWCNTs, therefore it is likely that the effect of the coating is to increase the specific surface area of the cathode and its capacity to absorb oxygen. In addition, the SEG coated with SWCNTs (see Supplemental Note 5) has outstanding electrochemical properties in terms of higher output current signals. As a result, there is an increase in the rate of electrochemical reaction and electron transfer, and an increase in the current generated by the SEG (Figure 3a and Supplemental Note 6). Figure 3b demonstrates the BET surface area plot of SWCNTs and MWCNTs, from which we can determine that their BET specific surface area as 194.1020 m\textsuperscript{2}/g and 94.6514 m\textsuperscript{2}/g respectively, the data is further displayed in the blue column of Figure 3e. These results summarize the surface area, pore size and pore volume of SWCNTs and MWCNTs samples, estimated by the adsorption-desorption measurement of BET (Brunauer Emmett Teller). The data obtained confirm that the SWCNT has a greater porosity volume than MWCNT (Figure S7c and Supplemental Note 7), and therefore the SWCNT has a larger specific surface area for high electrical activity.

According to Figure 3c, through a comparison with MWCNT, the smaller active particle diameter (hemisphere 3.0878 nm) and cubic crystallite size (2.5732 nm) of the SWCNT deposited on the cathode can provide a high ORR activity for the SEG. Pulse chemisorption analysis data, shown in Figure 3d, indicate that in 140 min, the cumulative quantity of oxygen adsorbed by SWCNT and
MWCNT is 0.42140 cm$^3$/g STP and 0.05647 cm$^3$/g STP respectively, and the data is also shown by the red column of Figure 3e. In essence, the BET specific surface area and the cumulative quantity of oxygen adsorbed by SWCNTs are considerably higher than those of MWCNTs. Moreover, the SWCNTs have a smaller active particle diameter (Figure S7b) and crystallite size, that provides increased active area. These advantages lead to the electrochemical reaction of the SWCNT reformative of the SEG cathode being more efficient and producing a greater output current.

Carbon nanotubes therefore play an important role in improving the output current performance of SEG. Carbon nanotubes exhibit the characteristic of small diameter and large length-to-diameter ratio. They are highly suitable for constructing a lightweight and excellent conductive network without hindering ion transmission, which is highly conducive to our fabrication of a SEG based on electrochemical principles.

The primary purpose of the current study is to identify the ability to use human waste sweat to generate electricity for powering electronic devices. As highlighted in the previous section, the output voltage/current of a single SEG device is approximately 0.81 V/16.58 mA. Due to the high current output characteristics of SEGs, simply connecting a plurality of SEG devices in series can power and function electronic devices such as LEDs (Figure 4a,b) and heart rate bands (Figure 4c,d). As illustrated in Figure S9a, four SEGs are connected in series for integration into a wearable sweat-absorbent headband with 11 N-shaped LED lights attached. After an athlete or fitness enthusiast puts on the integrated headband and begins a sporting activity, such as running, sweat is generated. As the exercise process proceeds, the runner will usually secrete sweat after approximately 15 minutes. The four SEGs absorb sufficient sweat and, when connected to the N-shaped lights on the headband, can illuminate them (Figure 4a,b, Movie S2). This feature is useful for sports enthusiasts who like to run in the evening or at night. Similar to the headband, 12 SEGs in
series (Figure S9b) were connected to an integrated wireless Bluetooth wearable heart rate band (Figure 4c,d). After approximately 30 minutes of continuous exercise, all 12 SEGs located on the back of the runner also had an abundant level of sweat, which were connected to the heart rate belt. The voltage and current provided by the SEGs connected in series successfully allowed the heart rate monitoring belt to operate steadily. The heart rate data were monitored and transmitted to the smartphone for continuous monitoring of exercise heart rate (Figure 4e,f) (Movie S3). SEG can directly provide a stable power supply for the heart rate belt for its operation. In this circuit, no power conversion and management is required.

The fabricated wearable device represents an integrated self-powered system. Depending on the SWCNTs coating of the cathode, the output current of SEG is raised to levels of approximately 16.6 mA. In real-life scenarios, the long-term stability and flexibility of the SEG render it suitable for many types of wearable electronics, especially heart rate sensors. Although the anode zinc foil in the SEG is consumed due to redox reaction, this process is slow over the entire course of the reaction. A SEG-driven wireless heart rate belt has been realized, as illustrated in Figure 4d,f. The heart rate is, in fact, the best exercise "instructor", and we can better control exercise intensity based on heart rate data, since the heart rate is linearly associated with oxygen intake and maximum oxygen uptake, and the percentage of maximum heart rate is also proportional to the percentage of maximum oxygen uptake. The relationship is rectilinear, and the ability to continuously monitoring heart rate allows people to know how to maintain a heart rate range in real-time when running or undertaking aerobic exercises.

To perform an exploratory study using the optimized SEGs, 34 subjects were used in this work, and human sweat produced during bodily exercise was collected with informed consent. In detail, we not only collected sweat samples of approximately 5 mL per subject (Figure S10a) but also
statistically recorded anthropometric data such as age, gender, pH of sweat and body mass index (BMI). Next, we measured the output current (Figure 5a) and voltage (Figure S11a) of all 34 sweat samples generated by their respective SEGs (Figure S10b). One of the most interesting observations was that the power output of the SEGs in different people's sweat samples exhibit different characteristics.

To understand the cause of this phenomenon, we undertook analysis of the lactic acid content in 34 sweat samples (Figure 5b) using conventional enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) methods. We hypothesized that the lactic acid content and the pH value of sweat samples affects the electrical output of the SEGs. For this purpose, the corresponding graphs showing the different output currents and voltages using a two-dimensional rainbow color-filled contour plot, as shown in Figure 5c,d. From the contour plot map graphs, we can observe the color sequence distribution (red, orange, yellow, green, cyan, blue, purple) of the rainbow, and we can conclude that the pH value and lactic acid content of sweat have almost no influence on the output voltage of the SEG, but they are strongly related to the output current of the SEG. In particular, the content of lactic acid in the sweat sample had the greatest influence on the output current since the distribution of the current levels from large to small lactic acid contents is virtually in the same order of the rainbow from red to purple. Then, we evaluated the correlation (Supplemental Note 8) between the SEG output current and anthropometric data including age, pH of sweat, BMI and the content of lactic acid with a Pearson correlation coefficient.\textsuperscript{38} Based upon the results in Figure 5e, the four Pearson correlation coefficients calculated indicate that the correlation between the lactic acid content of the sweat samples and the output current of the SEG is 0.945, showing a highly significant positive correlation (p < 0.001, \textit{***}). The Pearson correlation coefficients between sweat pH, the age of sweat donors and the output current were -0.340 and -0.355, respectively, showing significant negative correlation
(p < 0.05, *). The Pearson correlation coefficient between sweat donor BMI and output current is 0.010; the related degree is not clear, at least not a linear correlation (p >> 0.1).

A more detailed analysis of the lactic acid content of sweat and the output current of the SEGs indicates there is an excellent positive linear correlation. To determine the sensitivity of the SEG for lactic acid detection, from data fitting it was found that the linear correlation coefficient was 0.945, where the linear equation was \( y = 11.79x - 13.21 \) (where, \( x \) represents the output current and \( y \) represents the concentration of lactic acid in sweat). As illustrated in Figure 5f, samples with a higher output current signals of SEG also had higher lactic acid content. The SEG is therefore able to monitor the lactic acid level in human sweat by detecting the change of the current, and the sensitivity is 11.79 mmol·L\(^{-1}\)·mA\(^{-1}\), so as to realize human health monitoring. Moreover, through careful analysis of the front and side of silhouette photos and personal information of all 34 subjects, we found that individuals with high lactic acid content in sweat are usually young (Figure S14b), fit, and are actively involved in sports and fitness, and often do yoga and other sports activities, as included in the photograph of the silhouette of the subjects inserted in the histogram of Figure 5a. In contrast, people with low sweat lactate levels, that is, low SEG output currents, are mostly elderly (Figure S14b), lean, high body mass index, or sedentary people with poor metabolic capacity\(^{39}\), as provided in the photograph of the silhouette of the subjects inserted in the histogram of Figure 5b.

These experiments confirmed that the lactic acid content in the sweat sample and the output current of its SEG exhibits a highly significant and linear relationship so that the SEG also has the ability to detect lactic acid levels, the possible mechanism is described in Supplemental Note 9. Moreover, during strenuous exercise, the metabolism of muscle cells will be converted into a lactic acid fermentation process (Supplemental Note 10). During this process, lactic acid begins to accumulate in the muscles and subsequently discharges through sweat. If the lactic acid level
increases above a specific threshold, this can result in both muscle fatigue and dehydration. Therefore, it is desirable that a wearable sweat power generation device is also able to continuously monitor lactic acid levels in sweat. The concentration of lactic acid in human sweat is due to the body's metabolism and level of exertion since the intermediate products produced during the metabolism of glucose in the human body (mainly in muscle cells) are mainly lactic acid (Figure S14a). Continuous aerobic exercise promotes the acceleration of energy metabolism and encourages lactic acid to be excreted in sweat. The level of lactic acid in human sweat can also reflect the metabolic level of the human body to a certain extent, which is consistent with our research results (Figure S14b, Supplemental Note 11).

In most wearable devices, batteries are currently used to provide a sufficient power source. Whether they are rechargeable lithium-ion batteries or disposable alkali-generated batteries, these ubiquitous battery-based devices face many issues such as a need for periodic charging, low portability and low energy density. There is therefore growing interest in creating wearable energy scavenging devices. We have developed a novel strategy to extract energy from the interaction between sweat and electrodes. Through the optimized design of the SWCNTs-modified electrode, the output current of the SEG can be significantly improved for providing an improved ability to absorb oxygen and enhance the electron transfer rate. As a result, the SWCNTs-modified device can deliver an output current of 16.58 mA, leading to a power level of 2.2 mW. This power level is suitable for a variety of potential applications, in particular wearable electronic devices such as wireless heart rate monitoring belts that can be directly powered using the SEGs to obtain electric energy from sweat.

A significant finding to emerge from this study is that SEG is not only a electricity generator with high current and power output, but it also has the multi-functional ability to monitor the lactic
acid level of sweat. This work provides a new method of energy scavenging from human sweat for directly driving wireless heart rate sensors and self-powered sensing of human sweat lactic acid level, which could push human sweat related energy harvesters and health monitoring sensors to a new stage.
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Figure 1. An overview of the SEG and its power generating mechanism. (a) Overview of the characterization and application of the SEG. (b) Schematic diagram of SEG's principle for electrochemical power generation. (c) Schematic diagram of the designed SEG. (d) Optical image of SEG after design optimization. (e) Optical image of a flexible SEG.
Figure 2. Optimization for output performance of SEG and comparison of device performance advantages. (a) Diagram of the output current of a SEG with a cathode coated with different carbon materials. (b) AFM characterization of a single SWCNT (illustrated in the position-height diagram of the selected region). (c) AFM representation of a single MWCNT (illustrated as a position-height diagram for the selected region). (d) Comparison of the output current between the SEG of SWCNT modified copper foil cathode and MWCNT modified copper foil cathode. (e) Histogram of output current and maximum power of a SEG with uncoated, MWCNT coating and SWCNT coating modified copper foil cathode. (f-h) Performance comparison of existing battery-free sweat devices (2,8,12-20,26).
Figure 3. Study on the mechanism of CNTs in enhancing the output current of SEG. (a) Schematic of carbon nanotubes increasing the output current of a SEG. (b) BET surface area plot of SWCNTs and MWCNTs. (c) Histogram of active particle diameter and cubic crystallite of SWCNT and MWCNT samples. (d) Curves of oxygen quantity changing with time in SWCNT and MWCNT chemosorption within 140 min. (e) Histogram of the BET specific surface area and the cumulative quantity of chemisorption oxygen of SWCNT and MWCNT samples.
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